
 
Rally Foundation for Childhood Cancer Research  
Awards More Than $2 Million in Research Grants 

 
National nonprofit organization to fund 35 childhood cancer research projects,  

supporting studies being conducted around the world 
 
ATLANTA – April 13, 2017 – Rally Foundation for Childhood Cancer Research 
(Rally) announced today that it is awarding more than $2 million in research grants 
to fund 35 projects at 22 hospitals across the United States, as well as in Canada and 
Europe. 
 
“Rally sees itself as a philanthropic seed investor in the next great discovery and is 
thrilled to give more than $2 million in grants,” said Rally Founder and CEO Dean 
Crowe. “We are grateful for our Rally Researchers and their teams as we all work 
toward the common goal of finding better treatments with fewer long-term side 
effects and, ultimately, cures for childhood cancers.” 
 
Rally Research Grants are given for research being conducted for cancers specific to 
children. Adults tend to get breast, lung, colon and prostate cancers; while kids tend 
to get brain cancer, solid tumor cancers and ALL, a childhood leukemia. Rally’s 2017 
grant recipients include researchers and collaborative teams conducting nine blood 
cancer projects, nine solid tumor projects, seven brain cancer projects, four bone 
cancer projects, four palliative care projects and two survivorship projects. Rally 
Research Grants are vital to researchers as less than 4% of the National Institutes of 
Health’s budget funds research about childhood cancer, the #1 disease killer of kids 
in America. 
 
“In the current funding environment, Rally’s commitment helps fill a critical gap so 
researchers of all levels have the means to make a positive impact on the lives of 
children battling cancer in addition to childhood cancer survivors,” said Peter 
Adamson, MD, Children’s Oncology Group Chair. “Over the past decade that I’ve 
worked with Rally, I appreciate the organization’s steadfast dedication to investing in 
the most promising research projects for finding better treatments and cures for kids 
fighting cancer.” 
 
Rally and its Medical Advisory Board, consisting of 48 leading childhood cancer 
researchers from across the nation, award grants through a dual competitive peer 
review process. Rally provides seed funding to all levels of researchers, including 
fellows and young investigators early in their careers.  
 



“I appreciate that Rally invests early in interesting research projects and then often 
continues to fund the research as progress is made,” said Sarah Tasian, MD, Assistant 
Professor of Pediatrics at Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia. “My lab is so grateful to 
be in its fourth year of Rally funding for our leukemia research, and I am so impressed 
by Rally’s enthusiasm to maximize where their funding goes across the spectrum 
of childhood cancer. It can also be hard for young investigators to get their first 
grants, so funding from Rally can really help to launch careers and turn early ideas 
into major successful projects.” 
 
Since its founding in 2005, Rally has distributed more than $11 million to 252 
childhood cancer research projects, including basic science and translational studies. 
Many Rally Researcher projects have progressed to receive government funding, 
advanced to clinical trials, been published and have had findings presented at 
scientific conferences.  
 
To learn more about Rally-funded research, visit RallyFoundation.org/research. For 
more information on how to get involved with Rally, or to donate, visit 
RallyFoundation.org or @RallyFoundation on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter. 
 
About the Rally Foundation for Childhood Cancer Research 
Childhood cancer is the #1 disease killer of kids ages 0 to 15. Rally Foundation for Childhood 
Cancer Research (Rally), a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization, empowers volunteers across the 
country to raise awareness and funds for childhood cancer research to find better treatments 
with fewer long-term side effects and, ultimately, cures. Since its founding in 2005, Rally has 
awarded more than $11 million in grants funding 252 research projects. According to 
independently audited financials, 93 cents of every dollar raised supports Rally’s mission. 
Rally holds a 4-star rating from Charity Navigator, is recognized as a GuideStar Platinum 
Participant and received the Independent Charities Seal of Excellence from America’s Best 
Charities. For more information, visit RallyFoundation.org.  
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